
PInk Floyd-The Wall
Band Info
Pink Floyd is a rock band that formed in London in
1965. They were considered one of the first British
psychedelic groups and one of the leading bands
for progressive rock. The band was founded by Syd
Barret, Nick Mason, Roger Waters, and Richard
Wright. In 1967, David Gilmore joined, and Syd
Barret left in 1968. Pink Floyd were well known
for their over-the-top and elaborate live shows.
They also have a multitude of concept albums.

Album Info
This album is a double album, With the concept
behind it being the isolation, abandonment, and
alienation Roger Waters felt towards his audience
at the time. The audience would idealize the band
based on their fame and accomplishments not their
art. The story follows the main character, named
pink, reminiscing his life and his traumatic
experiences, which he views as metaphorical bricks
in a wall. He uses these “bricks” to build a “wall”
between himself and the outside world. By the end
of the movie, Pink’s wall is complete. Inside the
wall, Pink loses his mind, shaves all his hair and watches TV. Later, Pink
hallucinates himself as a dictator and the leader of neo-nazis, and then Pink stops
hallucinating, yelling stop as he no longer wants to be in the wall. By the end, his
wall is torn down, but we don't really know what happens to Pink at the end.



Awards
This album has won two BAFTA awards: one for best original song for another
Brick in the wall, and another for best sound.

Berlin Wall
The Wall-Live in Berlin was held six months after the fall of the Berlin Wall. This
was a special concert to celebrate the fall of the Berlin Wall. The stage featured a
170m by 25m wall that got knocked down at the end of the performance. They also
featured many other popular artists, such as Cyndi Lauper, Bryan Adams, Tim Curry,
and more, all singing songs or parts of songs from the album.

In The Flesh?
https://youtu.be/iLFwTqdsuxw?si=FBJ52_DuKAyo_Hb1
“In the Flesh?” is the first song in the album,
introducing us to the character Pink. The
arrangement of the instruments are dramatic and
dynamic. At first, the song starts out quiet,
featuring the melody of the last song, “Outside the
Wall,” then suddenly the main song bursts in with a
succession of power chords from an organ and
distorted guitar, and then is joined by a snare drum.
This is the first occasion we see leitmotifs (short

recurring musical phrases) heard in the album. At the end, the song fades out, and we
hear a baby crying, connecting to the next song in the album, “Thin Ice”. Perfectly
introducing the album.

What I like about this song is how it is connected to the last song, making it sound
like the album is a loop. They also did this for their album, Dark Side of the Moon,
with a heartbeat sound. I also like how smoothly the song transitions into the next
song, making the album feel connected.

https://youtu.be/iLFwTqdsuxw?si=FBJ52_DuKAyo_Hb1


Another Brick in the Wall Parts 1, 2 , and 3
The Happiest Days of our Lives
And Goodbye Cruel World
https://youtu.be/TjrfuDAEl10?si=9ju2L_7e95SAp4Rh
Another Brick in the Wall Parts 1, 2, and 3 are
major plot points in Pink’s story building his wall.
All three parts consist of one verse, only part 2
having a repeat of the same verse but sung by
children in a choir. Part one is about Pink’s father
and his death in the war. The second part is
connected to “happiest days of our lives” which
perfectly segues into “another brick in the wall
part 2.” “Happiest days of our lives” opens with helicopter noise and a guy yelling,
“you! Yes You! Stand Still, Laddie” then the lyrics start. This song is about teachers in
boarding schools who would beat the children as a way to let out their pent-up
rage against their wives. The song then seamlessly transitions to “Another brick in
the wall part 2.” Part two of another brick in the wall is about Pink's traumas

with the school systems abusing the children
to fit in with society and taking away the
children's personalities. The song is
considered a protest song and also features
a choir of kids singing. “Another brick in the
wall part 3”: Pink decides that everyone is
just a brick in the wall, building his wall
higher and closing society out as it
transitions to the next song, "goodbye cruel
world,” where he finishes the wall.

I personally think that Another Brick in the wall part 2 is the best, followed by the
third and then finally part 1. I think part 2 has more substance in the song with the
choir of children and the screaming school teachers. Part three is more wild than
part one, and I like how the lyrics flow. Part one is the weakest but still good, as it
is slow, perfectly showing that it is the start of his wall.

https://youtu.be/TjrfuDAEl10?si=9ju2L_7e95SAp4Rh


Mother
https://youtu.be/xe3NUKCnZp4?si=g2SUR2bkhVvYdfPn
“Mother” is about Pink’s overprotective mother
encouraging him to build the wall and alienate
himself from society. Pink’s mom is overprotective, as
she is a single mother who has lost her husband in the
war. This song portrays a conversation between Pink
and his mother, with Pink asking for confirmation on
things conveying that his mom is a very important
person in his life, as she has forced herself so deeply
into it that he has to make sure everything is okay
with her. The song starts with Roger Waters singing
as Pink then David Gilmore comes in as Pink’s mother.
and they go back and forth singing.

What I love about this song is the contrast between the voices, going from a rough
roger walter voice to a smooth david gilmore voice. I also like how well the singers
suit who they are trying to portray. David Gilmore's voice is super smooth and sweet,
perfectly depicting a mother. Roger Water’s voice is perfect for pink as he sounds
youthful and unsure of himself. I love how they deliver the lyrics, as it makes you
feel like you are a part of the story and the emotions they are feeling.

Goodbye Blue Sky
https://youtu.be/bn6YnUt4Vuk?si=uHUWHM6AZ8dxmd1r
“Goodbye Blue Sky” opens with a little boy, who
happens to be Roger Walter's son, telling his mom
that there is an airplane in the sky, which is soon
followed by deeper instruments contrasting the
innocence of the little boy. This song is about war,
the bombings in England, and the effects on people.

https://youtu.be/xe3NUKCnZp4?si=g2SUR2bkhVvYdfPn
https://youtu.be/bn6YnUt4Vuk?si=uHUWHM6AZ8dxmd1r


I like the imagery in this song and the contrast between the little boy and the
airplane and the darker theme of the song.

Don’t Leave me now
https://youtu.be/1SmCTDgBHyw?si=JIezKV47AMJFMY0M
“Don’t leave me now” pink has found
out his wife has cheated on him,
leading him into depression. Even
though his marriage was not the
greatest, he still begs his wife to take
him back. This moment adds greatly to
his wall, as he feels betrayed by the
women he felt close to. This song
takes place right before “another brick in the wall part 3” suggesting this moment
was the last brick in the wall.

Roger Water's voice is perfect for this song, as Pink is at one of his lowest points in
the story. His raspy voice is perfect for someone who is pleading for something, and
you can feel the emotions of the character in his voice.

Hey You
https://youtu.be/soL8JK6kALc?si=1-o7yxL5Qr_5xyx1
“Hey you” Is the first track of side B of this album.
At this point in the song, Pink realizes that it was a
mistake to close himself off from society and tries
to reconnect with the outside world, but he cannot
hear outside the wall. Pink then becomes more
desperate as he comes to grasp that there might not
be an escape.

What I love about this song are the lyrics, as they contain some of the best lyrics in
the album, such as “together we stand, divided we fall” and “Open your heart, I’m
coming home.” I also like how the first part was sung by david gilmore, as he was
more sane, and as the song went on and pink became more insane, Roger Waters took

https://youtu.be/1SmCTDgBHyw?si=JIezKV47AMJFMY0M
https://youtu.be/soL8JK6kALc?si=1-o7yxL5Qr_5xyx1


over. I also really like the bridge, as it views the situation from more of a
third-person perspective like it is telling a story.

Comfortably Numb
https://youtu.be/x-xTttimcNk?si=DQvbcG4KtyCzgfTe

“Comfortably Numb” Was based on a true event
Roger Waters experienced before a show, where he
was injected with tranquilizers before a show.
When making this song, Gilmore and Waters argued
about how the song was going to be made. Waters
wanted a more orchestral version, and Gilmore
wanted a more stripped-down version, but they finally compromised and decided to
combine both versions.
What I like about this song is the contrast between the verses and the chorus, with
the verses being the doctor who is creepy, and seems like they have ulterior motives,
and the chorus and pre-chorus being pink, who is having trouble understanding what
is going on.

The Trial
https://youtu.be/AdzHBpxZWVM?si=5QeMWfP9E6RdWrUP
“The Trial” is the second-to-last song on the album. At
this point’ Pink has reached the end and has had a
psychotic break. This song is presented like a trial in his
brain. Throughout this trial, he is confronted by his
school teacher, his wife, and his mother, all of whom
played a major part in building his wall. Then a new
character comes in, the judge, who oversees the trial,
and at the end, the judge finds pink guilty and “sentences

him to be exposed before [his] peers,” making Pink “tear down the wall.”

I like how you can tell when a different character is singing from the way the lyrics
are expressed. I also have a connection to this song as it was my favourite pink floyd
song growing up. I liked how the song was like a story and, it definitely is one of
the reasons I like musicals.

https://youtu.be/x-xTttimcNk?si=DQvbcG4KtyCzgfTe
https://youtu.be/AdzHBpxZWVM?si=5QeMWfP9E6RdWrUP


Final thoughts
Overall, I liked the album. There were a few forgettable songs, but the good songs
make up for them. I personally liked how each song was connected almost
seamlessly, making it feel like the album is a loop. This also happened to be the
first Pink Floyd album I listened to when I was a kid. By far my favourite songs were
“The Trial”, “Young Lust”, “Is There Anybody Out There”, and “Mother”.


